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Instructions for Building a Portable Copy Box

Parts List
3-pieces 3/4� X 1 1/2� X 8� (Note: this stock is
labeled and sold as standard 1 X 2)
100-1.5� finish nails
2-pieces 22� X 22� 1/4� plywood
2-2.5� butt hinges
1-3.5� handle
6-2.25� flathead screws
14-1/2� flathead screws
4-2.75� 10/24 pan head screws
2-1� 10/24 pan head screws
6-10/24 nuts
2-12� X 1/2� X 1/8� aluminum bar
1-16� X 20.5� mirror
1-14� X 18� steel cookie sheet
Tripod head or Videomate TP-1 Table-Pod

Instructions
Step 1: From one of the 8� 1X2�s cut 2 pieces 22�
long, 2 pieces 20.5� long and 2 pieces 4� long.  From
the second 8� 1X2 cut 2 pieces 22� long, and 2 pieces
20.5� long.  Lay out the top and bottom edges as
shown, glue the joints and nail using 2 nails per
joint as indicated by the arrows. Hint: lay the rails
out on the top and bottom plywood sheets to assure
that they will fit together in Step 2.

Step 2:  Apply glue to rails for the top, position the
plywood, then nail.  Repeat for bottom. Allow glue
to dry overnight.

Step 3: Apply glue to the inside of the top and press
the mirror into place.  Allow to dry.
From the last 8� 1X2 cut 2 pieces 20.5� long and drill
and countersink 3 holes where indicated by the
arrows.  Make sure that the holes are drilled the
long way.  Place the cookie sheet upside down in
the bottom of the box. Lay the two 20.5� rails on
the end lips of the cookie sheet and screw the rails
to the sides with six 2.25� flathead screws, making
sure that there is enough play to allow the cookie
sheet to slide from front to back.  Drill a 1/4� hole
in the top for mounting a tripod head as indicated
by the arrow.

Step 4: Align the top and bottom sections and using
1/2� screws attach the butt hinges and the handle

as indicated.  In the aluminum bars, drill fifteen 3/
16� holes starting 1/2� from one end and then at
1/2� intervals.  Drill one 3/16� hole 1/2� from the
other end.  In the box, drill one 3/16� hole 5� from
the back edge in both the top and the bottom, and
one hole in the bottom 16� from the back. (The holes
in the bottom should match the end holes in the
aluminum bar).  In one side use the 2 3/4� pan head
screws and the 10/24 nuts, attach the aluminum
bars to the bottom.  Store the 1� pan head screw
and nut at the hole in the top.
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